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ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS...
A WIDE RANGE OF SPECIALTY POTATOES IN 1KG FLOWPACK WITH A FESTIVE TOUCH
Holidays are coming. Therefore, Jac van den Oord Potatoes brings you a range of
specialty potatoes. The packagings are decorated with a special festive label in three
languages: Dutch, English, German.

AMANDINE: THE PRINCESS
AMONG POTATOES
On the French potato market, Amandine is a big
name. A variety which is difficult to grow, but
when done right, the potatoes have the most
beautiful yellow skin. The potato is firm cooking
and suitable for boiling, steaming, baking and
oven preparation.
APPLICATIONS:

BOILING

STEAMING

BAKING

OVEN

LA RATTE
For years La Ratte is one of the favourites of the team of Jac van den Oord Potatoes.
The variety goes back to the year 1872 and it has a remarkable appearance: long,
smooth skinned and yellow coloured. The potato is firm cooking and when boiled,
the potato has a waxy structures and a delicate taste. The potato is firm cooking
and suitable for boiling, steaming, baking and oven preparation.
APPLICATIONS:

BOILING

STEAMING

BAKING

OVEN

FRANCELINE
Franceline is a red skin, nice looking potato,
with a waxy structure and good taste: it is an
ideal potato for preparation in the oven, grill or
for baking in a pan. Because of the nice skin,
peeling is not necessary. Franceline is comparable with varieties like Roseval and Chérie.
APPLICATIONS:

BOILING

OVEN

BAKING

The mentioned varieties are packed in 1 KG Flowpack packaging
Available trading unit: 12 x 1kg in cardboard tray
Minimum order quantity: 5 colli

SWEET POTATO
Sweet Potato is a rising star: the product is
increasingly popular and for these holidays, we
offer 1KG of these orange, healthy potatoes.
The structure of the flesh is comparable with
regular potatoes. They can be boiled, steamed,
baked and used in the oven.

IF YOU REAL LY
WANT TO
CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS
GIVE THEM PO TATOES.

APPLICATIONS:

BOILING

STEAMING

BAKING

OVEN

PURPLE POTATOES: VITELOTTE
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Purple soup or mashed potatoes, or maybe
purple blocks of boiled potato in the salad. But
also purple chips is possible to make with these
potatoes. The skin is purple to black, the flesh is
bright purple and the potato is firm cooking.

APPLICATIONS:

BOILING

OVEN

MASHED

CHIPS

SOUP

JACKET POTATO
3 Jacket Potatoes: ready to be prepared in the
oven or on the barbeque. Just wrap them up in
aluminium foil and heat them up! These potatoes have an average weight of 250g a piece.

APPLICATIONS:

JACKET

OVEN

BAKING

BABY POTATOES
Small, nice potatoes, which can be prepare
without cutting or pealing. You can bake or grill
them, but they can also be boiled. The potatoes
meet high quality standards.
APPLICATIONS:

BOILING

OVEN

BAKING

For these holidays we have a special
christmas offer: a mix of 3 colours of
potatoes in a 1KG scale, packed in
flowpack with colourful label.
DON’T HESITATE TO CONTACT YOUR
SUPPLIER FOR THE SPECIAL OFFER

